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an impressive, and highly sought after, 
three-bedroom, semi-detached home, recently 
renovated to exacting standards, situated on 
the hushed road of oakdale, n14 which is within 
the catchment area of ashmole academy. 

the home is positioned in a prime location, 
conveniently located within a short walk to 
many local amenities via hampden square, as 
well as being close to southgate high street and 
station (picadilly line) providing quick and easy 
access into the capital.

this fabulous family home boasts further benefits, such as a double driveway, extended 
with semi open plan living space, a large front reception room teamed with the adored 
benefit of a feature bay window & fireplace, as well as a downstairs guest w/c which can 
be accessed via the large landing on the ground floor.

oasis on oakdale
3 bedroom family home

description

location

oakdale is in a superb location, situated with 
access to the a10 from just an 8 minutes' 
drive, as well as the a406 from just 5 minutes, 
providing quick and easy access into the 
capital.

many local amenities such as restaurants, 
supermarkets, coffee shops and key bus links 
are all within walking distance via chase side 
(approx. 4-minute walk), otherwise hampden 
square is also conveniently located close to 
oakdale, also providing an abundance of local 
amenities.

southgate station (piccadilly line) is half a 
mile away, which provides access to central 
london within less than half an hour. 
alternatively, oakleigh park railway station is 
also close by, providing direct access to 
finsbury park from just 11 minutes.

oak hill, grovelands, and brunswick parks are 
close by, offering an abundance of greenery 
and a relaxing local environment for adults 
and children.

education in southgate is also a huge factor 
in its popularity. walker, monkfrith, osidge, 
brunswick park and ashmole primary 
schools are nearby, as well as being in the 
catchment area for ashmole academy (rated 
outstanding by ofsted).

as well as the local schools, southgate's 
location in london means that it lies on the 
bus routes to the top independent and state 
schools in north london as a whole.

the garden is well maintained, which can be accessed from 
both the rear of the kitchen or through the side access at the 
front, which is one of the many luxuries of owning a 
semi-detached home. for peace of mind, there is also no rear 
access into the garden which adds that bit of additional 
reassurance and security.

upstairs greets you with a stunning, stained glass window 
positioned on a well sized landing, alongside three double 

bedrooms which all have the added benefit of bespoke fitted 
wardrobes, in addition to a newly renovated family bathroom 

with underfloor heating.
beautiful bespoke shutters have been added to all of the 

windows around the home, all of which are double glazed 
throughout, improving the homes general security and insulation, 

coupled with gas central heating flowing through the property.
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we would 
love to help 
you make 
this dream 
a reality. 
let’s talk.

mihomes

mihomes
propertyagents

mi.homes

hello@mi-homes.co.uk

020 7323 9574
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9 onslow parade, 
hampden square, 
southgate, n14 5jn

floorplan

a message from the sellers

overview

semi-open plan 
living space

recently refurbished

3 large double bedrooms
within ashmole academy 

catchment area

situated on a peaceful 
residential road

double driveway

immaculate condition 
throughout

bespoke fitted 
shutters & wardrobes

2 large reception 
rooms

feature fireplace

"we've had the most incredible 17 years living in our home at 
oakdale. we originally moved to the area to get in to the 

ashmole catchment area where our children went to school, 
but ended up loving the area and most importantly, the 

home we created. it's a beautiful, sociable home with large 
bedrooms and a big open-plan living area and garden, 

which has been perfect for hosting our friends and family 
over the years. the move from oakdale will be difficult as we 
have created such special memories here. we hope that the 

new owners will love it just as much as we do."


